
GAP YEAR - SAFE 
TRAVEL TRAINING 

Travel Risk Safety and Security



Gap Year Safety Training 

Gap years should be all about positive experiences, adventures, travel 
and fun. But all too often they end in crisis or tragedy. The world can 
be a wonderful place, but also a dangerous one.


In some regions kidnapping for ransom, sex, or some other form of 
extortion is common, in others terrorism or militia attacks are high. Sex 
offences, drug inducement, sophisticated scams and identity theft are 
common in many overseas destinations, and virtual Kidnappings, 
cyber blackmail and romance scams are increasing.


This doesn’t mean risk outweighs reward and you shouldn’t go - but it 
does mean understanding the risks, preparing appropriately to avoid 
them and knowing what to do if things go bad.


Our half day Gap Year Safety session is the most unique, cost 
effective, and convenient solution to ensure you are best prepared. 


It is delivered by one of our expert Kidnap and Hostile Environment 
Travel Consultants who comes to you at your school, campus, office, 
club venue, home or wherever suits at any time. 


It is deliberately not sensationalised, but instead provides very 
practical simple safe steps to mitigate your risk overseas. 


It is suitable for any age and can be tailored to suit a specific region or 
risk.


It is also tailored and popular with older adventuring Nomads


The program is infused with the latest risk information on popular gap 
year destinations from our in-house Intelligence analysts.




Subject covered include: 

• Pre travel preparation and research

• Psychological preparation

• Preparing and managing loved ones

• Understanding the Risks

• Risk mitigation

• Clothing and luggage considerations

• Safety and security items

• Airports and accommodation 

• Travel on the roads

• Civil unrest

• Conflict management

• Official and unofficial detentions

• Drugs and sex crimes

• Street crime, corruption and scams 

• Social media and cyber security

• Terrorism and militia risk mitigation 

• IEDs and Blast safety

• Active shooter risk mitigation

• Kidnap risks - types, and phases

• Hostage survival

• In- country Crisis Management

• In-country support

• How family back home can support a crisis

• Staying current with risk changes

• Communications

• Emergency First Aid tips


The program is crucially informative, but relaxed, informal and even 
fun. Building confidence and resilience so travellers are better 
prepared to enjoy their experiences, and families are better prepared 
to worry less. The program is useful for parents or loved ones too.


Cost per person $195 (minimum of five) excludes GST. Discounts on 
more than twenty persons.
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Telephone: Operation Centre +61 (3) 8618 6943 

Existing retained clients (or families of) should always 
phone the emergency contact number (on their 
issued blue card) in any emergency, or their 
dedicated Consultant on their direct line 24/7
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